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ABSTRACT 
AUTOFLY-Aid Project aims to develop and demonstrate 
novel automation support algorithms and tools to the flight 
crew for flight critical collision avoidance using “dynamic 
4D trajectory management”. The automation support 
system is envisioned to improve the primary shortcomings 
of TCAS, and to aid the pilot through add-on 
avionics/head-up displays and reality augmentation devices 
in dynamically evolving collision avoidance scenarios. The 
main theoretical innovative and novel concepts to be 
developed by AUTOFLY-Aid project are a) design and 
development of the mathematical models of the full 
composite airspace picture from the flight deck’s 
perspective, as seen/measured/informed by the aircraft 
flying in SESAR 2020, b) design and development of a 
dynamic trajectory planning algorithm that can generate at 
real-time (on the order of seconds) flyable (i.e. dynamically 
and performance-wise feasible) alternative trajectories 
across the evolving stochastic composite airspace picture 
(which includes new conflicts, blunder risks, terrain and 
weather limitations) and c) development and testing of the 
Collision Avoidance Automation Support System on a 
Boeing 737 NG FNPT II Flight Simulator with synthetic 
vision and reality augmentation while providing the flight 
crew with quantified and visual understanding of collision 
risks in terms of time and directions and countermeasures.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Airborne Collision Avoidance Systems (ACAS) and their 
current implementations such as Traffic Collision 
Avoidance Systems (TCAS) are based on infrastructure and 
operations of ATM realm of the 20th Century. Specifically, 
in mid 1990s Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System 
(TCAS) [1, 2] was introduced to prevent mid‐air collisions 
between aircraft. In TCAS II, in addition to TA, resolution 
advisories (RA) are introduced to instruct pilots on how to 
resolve conflict situations. In 2008, EUROCAE and RTCA 
have jointly revised operational standards of TCAS II, 
which is known as TCAS II version 7.1, to solve some 
safety issues [3] that caused mid‐air collisions. Even with 
current improvements, the primary shortcomings of TCAS 
can be summarized under 4 main themes. Specifically, 
 TCAS (in operation) is limited to support vertical 
separation advisories.  
 TCAS dynamic re‐routing/re‐advisory capability is 
limited to resolution advisory reversals, and in face of 
series of pilot blunders this limits the reliability of 
generated de‐conflicts. 
 TCAS does not incorporate weather, terrain, and 
ground and obstacle awareness and can potentially 
create advisories resulting in harming scenarios 
especially in close ground/terrain operation phases. 
 TCAS does not provide resolution advisories in line 
with the aircraft’s “current” performance capability 
and flight envelope limitations.  
 
 
Figure 1. The new B 737 – NG Simulator Replica. Identical 
System is Being Built at ITU for Flight Deck ATC 
Research – Courtesy of Flight Deck Solutions 
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With SESAR and its technology developments [4], ACAS 
implementations can now rely on new CNS services, 
trajectory based operations and SWIM capabilities a) to 
improve on the short‐comings of the existing collision 
avoidance systems and b) to meet the growing needs of 
collision avoidance in the face of increasing flight and 
aircraft capacities [5]. For example, RTCA is further 
considering several sensor integrations for supporting 
collision avoidance, including Automatic Dependent 
Surveillance‐Broadcast (ADS‐B) [6, 7] as to enable ACAS 
for new capabilities such as lateral and speed based 
avoidance, improved surveillance and tracking systems. In 
addition, NextGen is currently investigating more 
delegation of traffic separation responsibility to the pilot [8, 
9]. In the system, pilots are assisted in predicting and 
resolving loss of separation by cockpit automation, known 
generally as Airborne Separation Assistance Systems 
(ASAS) [10, 11]. Early ASAS experiments showed 
promising results of assisted separation operations [12, 13]. 
With the growing airspace capacities of the flight plan 2020 
and the 2050, in the vision of SESAR Program [4, 5] (with 
user preferred routing, non‐segregated flight, new 
separation modes for to further minimize the current 
shortcomings of the TCAS) the airborne collision 
avoidance needs to be supplemented with automation 
support systems that; 
 Enhance the pilot situational awareness by not only 
utilizing the new SESAR CNS and SWIM 
infrastructure but also using (and blending with) the 
on‐board avionics that provide weather, ground/terrain 
and obstacle information, 
 Provide alternative de‐conflict routes in the event of 
performance and potential hazard limitations, 
 Provide dynamic trajectory planning in the event of 
new conflicts and potential blunders, 
 Enhance system robustness by modeling and taking 
into account uncertainty associated with data source 
errors/failures and pilots’ intents, and utilize 
uncertainty and its time propagation in dynamic 
trajectory planning, 
 Provide the pilot with quantified and visual 
understanding of collision risks in terms of time and 
directions and countermeasures. 
Towards these goals, AUTOFLY‐Aid will study “dynamic 
4D trajectory management” to be implemented above the 
basic/passive TCAS solution using the on‐board avionics 
and the SESAR enhanced flight deck situational awareness 
(Figure 1), coming from CNS (primarily ADS‐B and its 
enhancements) and SWIM network. The “dynamic 4D 
trajectory management” is to be based on a hybrid and 
stochastic airspace model not only representing 
uncertainties associated with sensed and received airspace 
traffic and intent information, but also representing 
limitations associated with weather, terrain/obstacle and 
new conflict hazards. As an end result, the overall 
automation support system which embeds “dynamic 4D 
trajectory management” is envisioned to a) provide the 
pilots with alternative trajectories as tunnels-in-the-sky 
through avionics displays on the console and head‐up 
displays in real‐time, b) provide the flight crew with 
quantified and visual understanding of collision risks in 
terms of time and directions and countermeasures, and c) 
provide autonomous conflict resolution as an autopilot 
mode. Thus, ensuring highly responsive and adaptive 
airborne collision avoidance in face of ever challenging 
scenarios that involve blunders, weather/ terrain/ obstacle/ 
new conflict hazards. 
AUTOFLY-AID POJECT 
“Real World” factors such as uncertainty in sensing, 
information, intent and rationality, asynchronous data and 
information flow with delays, equipment malfunctions, lack 
of centralized decision-making in short to immediate term 
collision avoidance, make responsive and adaptive airborne 
collision avoidance challenging. The problem is further 
complicated by the fact that the process is governed by 
humans and real aircraft dynamics (and thus with 
limitations of an aircraft and a human). In addition weather, 
terrain/ground and obstacle hazards, and new conflicts 
appearing in dynamically evolving scenarios lead to a 
potentially unbounded Airborne Collision Avoidance 
(ACA) problem complexity. However, with assumptions 
and simplifications, the ACA problem has been studied in 
depth not only on the fundamental collision detection and 
avoidance algorithmic perspective, but also on system 
modeling, systems enhancements, pilot guidance with 
decision-aiding and automation frontiers. A recent survey 
of these efforts can be found in [14, 15]. Although the 
algorithmic efforts hinge on strategies such as potential 
fields, geometric and MILP (Mixed Integer Linear 
Programming) optimization, sampling-based motion 
planning, policy search or evolutionary methods, the set of 
underlying assumptions and the algorithmic limitations lead 
to one or a set of shortcomings such as; 
 Kinematically feasible but dynamically infeasible 
maneuver generation, 
 Inability to account or model irrationality (seen as a 
result of blunders), 
 Overly conservative (for almost all min-max scenarios 
there is no safe solution) problem setting leading to 
illogical solutions (i.e. aircraft chasing each other), 
 Limitations to 2D maneuvering, 
 Inability to be implemented at real time because of 
computational burden, 
 Requirement for central processing (rather this be a 
complete one center solution or a distributed solution 
that requires central synchronization and updates), 
 Requirement for precise synchronization across the 
maneuvers, and the need for additional (in some cases 
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unrealistic) operational capabilities needing extra X-
links and navigation devices, 
 Inability to account for (or no consideration of) 
weather, terrain/ground and obstacle patterns, and 
 Inability to account for “Real World” factors. 
In this perspective even the Traffic Alert and Collision 
Avoidance System (TCAS) can be classified as a fixed-set 
policy algorithm with intermittent updates that provide 
synchronized resolution advisories and carry at least three 
major limitations from the set noted above. In the 
AUTOFLY-Aid project, it is aimed to further improve a set 
of these limitations and the current state of art in real-time 
airborne short-to-immediate collision avoidance by 
focusing on the following 4 main topics. 
Dynamic Modeling of the Air Space with Uncertainties  
The dynamic modeling of the Air Space hinges on hybrid 
systems methodology which provides the framework for 
not only continuous dynamics but also discrete dynamics 
and logical jumps (and decisions). With the inclusion of 
stochastic processes and distributions, we aim to model 
sensors, devices, information, intent, decisions and aircraft 
each with uncertainties and discrete/logical element under a 
coherent systems model. With regards to the representing 
aircraft dynamics, an in house developed Mode Based 
Maneuver Automaton is envisioned to serve as the basic 
starting model. This finite state automaton can not only 
represent the full dynamics and the limitations of the 
aircraft but also describe almost any maneuver (excluding 
voluntary side-slip flight) by maneuver mode sequences. In 
[16], using this underlying model, a real-time dynamically 
feasible trajectory-planning algorithm is developed using 
trajectory envelope search approach for highly 
maneuverable aerial vehicles flying in the 3D complex 
environments. The main practicality of this approach is in 
reducing the complexity of both the conflict detection and 
trajectory-planning phase. Further extension of this model 
with stochastic elements is to be studied. In addition, other 
aircraft’s intent is to be modeled through a stochastic risk 
based decision model, which inherently captures all 
potential blunders and even irrational behavior. Besides 
geometric based localization of terrain/ground and 
obstacles, measurement/information uncertainty and 
weather pattern is to be modeled through generic (and 
existing) stochastic sensor/information models and 
dynamic weather models respectively. In addition, existing 
ATC operations, directives, sectors and the underlying 
navigation, guidance and control within the flight deck are 
to be included in the simulations and automation support 
system tests.  
Dynamic Data and Information Fusion 
Information filters and their extensions to underlying 
hybrid system dynamics will be studied for dynamic data 
and information fusions. Specifically, asynchronous 
updates of data, information and intent will be integrated to 
the continuous dynamic propagation of underlying hybrid 
system models. In that extent, initial work and efforts has 
started on fusing delayed and imperfect information with 
hybrid system dynamic model (based on Maneuver Based 
Automaton) for generating dynamically feasible flight 
strategy in complex environments. It is expected that this 
would be further expanded to the AUTOFLY-Aid’s general 
Air Space realm.    
Real-Time Conflict Detection with Uncertainties 
The conflict detection methodology is based on the idea of 
spatial search phenomena for potential conflicts including 
aircraft-to-aircraft conflicts and collisions with the 
obstacles (rather these obstacles are “soft” weather hazards 
or “hard” earth objects). This search method to be 
investigated will rely on creation of probabilistic flight 
trajectory (4DT) envelopes for the aircrafts in the traffic for 
every predefined time window. These envelopes also 
include uncertainty factors existing in weather patterns and 
the flight models. The flight models naturally embed the 
stochastic nature in which the rationality (or irrationality) 
of the flight crews within the common airspace is presented 
with probabilistic action patterns. Trajectory envelope 
search process hinges on using multi-modal approach 
utilizing distinct flight modes. These flight modes can be 
combined to generate maneuvers within the flight envelope 
of the aircraft.  
 
Figure 2. Conflict Detection and Avoidance Strategy 
The main idea behind the Modal Maneuver Based PRM 
(Probabilistic Road Mapping) Planning [18] is to divide an 
arbitrary flight maneuver into smaller maneuver segments 
(called maneuver modes) and associate them with 
maneuver parameters (called modal inputs). The multi-
modal maneuver search relies on a finite state automaton, 
which chooses maneuvers from finite maneuver set and 
then chooses their parameters from continuous dynamically 
feasible region. This selection is made randomly in order to 
cover whole flight envelope, but it is important to assign 
probability rates to the selections (in case of the lack of 
knowledge on the flight intents) based on the history of the 
flight path. The trajectory distribution map, which is the set 
of the generated maneuvers in a probabilistic distribution, 
represents all potential positions of the aircraft in the future. 
If the generated 4D trajectory distribution maps outline 
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conflicts at high likelihood rates, this will serves as the alert 
for potential collision in a predefined unit time. 
Methodology in conflict detection and avoidance is 
illustrated in Figure 2. 
In addition, visual transformation and presentation of these 
maps, as seen in Figure 4, AUTOFLY-Aid will provide a 
natural way of representing the pilot with potential risks 
and other hazard factors to be encountered in predefined 
time windows.  
Real-Time 4D trajectory planning with Uncertainties 
4D trajectory planning methodology hinges on solving 
relaxed forms of the detected collision avoidance problem 
and then gradually refining the original problem using the 
flight tracks of approximate solutions. In our earlier work 
[16, 17, 18, 19], we observed that before the major feasible 
path planning phase, defining the geometrical obstacle free 
path and tractable way points significantly accelerates the 
searching ability and decreases the total computational time 
of planner. This approach is considered to be implemented, 
is into two layers. In the first layer, Trajectory Planning 
Layer, the algorithm rapidly explores the complex 
environment with an enhanced Rapidly Exploring Random 
Tree (RRT*) algorithm using its well quick spreading 
ability. Through these trees, obstacle-free paths can be 
obtained rapidly. 
 
Figure 3. Generated dynamically feasible trajectory in air 
congestion 
In the second layer, obstacle/collision free paths are 
connected with dynamic B-Spline curves. The 
approximation is further verified for collision and dynamic 
feasibility by computing the first and second derivatives, 
which are correspond to the instantaneous velocity and 
acceleration on the flight path. If the generated curve is not 
feasible, probabilistic repairing can be achieved by 
randomized waypoint (control point) placement on the b-
spline curves iteratively and then the unit flight time is 
expanded to limit the acceleration within controllable 
regime. Since B-Spline curves have local support property, 
these repairing processes can be made on local path 
segments of interest without affecting the whole shape of 
the generated path. After obtaining flight path with velocity 
history (in Figure 3) from trajectory planning layer, 
segment identification readily decomposes the flight path 
into a sequence of maneuver modes and its parameters. 
Mode-Based Maneuver Automaton [16, 17] implements 
this decomposition while ensuring transition rules for 
dynamic feasibility.  
AUTOFLY-Aid, focuses on this topic, is envisioned to 
provide a real-time 4D Trajectory Planning algorithm that 
can operate across an uncertain trajectory distribution map. 
In addition, the methods will assess risks with time, 
distance and probabilistic measures. With the integration of 
all these elements, the alternative solutions generated by 
the composite system will present the pilot with not only 
alternative and flyable de-conflict trajectories, but also with 
quantified and visual understanding of collision risks in 
terms of time and directions. The synthetic vision and 
reality augmentation, which provides assistance to the 
flight crew during flight, is illustrated in Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4. Tunnel-in-the-sky synthetic visualization of the 
automatically generated 4D trajectories to the flight crew 
CONCLUSION 
AUTOFLY-Aid Project aims to develop and demonstrate 
novel automation support algorithms and tools to the flight 
crew for flight critical collision avoidance using “dynamic 
4D trajectory management”.  The approach’s foundation is 
based on a hybrid and stochastic dynamic airspace model 
as seen from the Flight Deck’s Perspective. This composite 
model not only represents the uncertainties associated with 
sensed and received airspace traffic and intent information 
but also represents limitations associated with weather, 
terrain/obstacle and new conflict hazards. The planning 
layer, using the composite model, generates real-time and 
dynamically feasible alternative trajectories using an 
innovative (and provably optimal) stochastic sampling 
method. These algorithms and tools developed are to be 
integrated on an automation support system. The 
automation support system is aimed to improve the primary 
shortcomings of TCAS, and to aid the pilot through add-on 
avionics/head-up displays and reality augmentation devices 
in dynamically evolving collision avoidance scenarios. As a 
part of the AUTOFLY‐Aid Project, the developed 
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automation support system will be demonstrated and tested 
on an in‐house B737 NG FNPT II flight simulator with 
synthetic vision and reality augmentation. 
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